ALLIANT HQIC
QUALITY LEADER SUMMIT

Tuesday, April 30, 2024
1 - 2 p.m. ET via ZOOM

OVERVIEW:
Join this live event to learn how the Alliant Hospital Quality Improvement Contractor (HQIC) program has improved patient safety for our 146 enrolled hospitals to date. This event will focus on our HQIC performance outcomes from the 42-month evaluation as well as overall accomplishments. Lastly, Optim Health (GA) will share how they use the Wheel of Life, a tool that helps you better understand which of your life areas are flourishing, where you have opportunities for growth, and how to move forward to achieve goals in life. The Wheel of Life tool will be provided upon registration to complete.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
1. Discuss the HQIC program accomplishments and patient safety metrics meeting target goals.
2. Identify key attributes that led to overall success in the program.
3. Describe the Wheel of Life assessment to visualize all the important areas of your life and achieve personal and professional balance.

REGISTRATION SITE:
https://bit.ly/HQICQLS_April30_24

FEATURED SPEAKERS:

LISA WATERS, RN, CEN
Quality Director/Employee Health/Patient Safety
Optim Health System

LORA DUNCAN, RN
Chief Nursing/Clinical Operations Officer
Optim Health System

TEAL JEFFERS, MSN, RN, CIC
Infection Prevention/Risk Management
Optim Health System

AUDIENCE:
Quality and patient safety professionals, infection preventionists, clinical nursing, leadership